
SERVICE

OVERVIEW

The service module is at the heart of everything we do at PCCS Group and Skyline service 

functions have evolved over 25 years of delivering control to the after sales activity. 

Developed from the original Servicebase concepts in collaboration with our client base, 

our software now covers every service touchpoint from event request to client satisfaction 

at the end of a completed transaction. 
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The online diary management process allows for real time dynamic interrogation of 
availability, booking of a slot and real time changes due to unforeseen circumstances. 
The built in algorithm’s cover a multitude of service variables, including: job type and 
timing, skill profile, postcode, parts availability and more to enable first time fix in the 
shortest possible timescale.

At PCCS we are developing our software to enable reduction in actual field and repair 
centre events. With this in mind our structured decision based analytics enable a user 
at a SKU level to ask the right questions to ensure a) Service entitlement i.e. validity and 
b) fault diagnoses:  capturing relevant detailed information to optimise the corrective 

action path. 

A key part of the service cycle is the back at base / centralised repair and 
refurbishment activity. Our standard approach allows for SKU and batch based 

throughput to be pulled into the workshop, based on demand and then processed 
along user definable status̀s captured by bar code to ensure 100% visibility of progress 
and any non-value add activity. Workflow rules will not allow progression unless user 
specified gates are addressed such as IRIS or user defined reason code entry for the 

activitactivity, in order that full analytics for service enhancement are available.

Our inventory management module ensures that whilst stock is being consumed 
rrepaired and refurbished our stock control algorithms through a balanced mix of min 
max levels, EOQ and demand related forecasting techniques ensures stock levels are 
optimised keeping minimum parts holding without compromising availability against a 
specific SLA. Weekly or daily purchasing reports are produced recommending buy and 
repair decisions against the defined lead-times to ensure working capital utilisation is 

controlled.
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The validated service event may in up to 70% of instances require a new or replacement 
part. Our sophisticated logistics module allows for central and distributed stock 
management, ensuring through best in class WMS techniques keep stock at 99.99% 
accuracy and correct pick and ship activity to a specific job. When combined with our 
powerful mobile engineering application, remote van stock can be managed real time 
and with greater accuracy.

Our best in class mobile workforce app ensures 100% optimisation of this precious and 
expensive resource, from the moment the engineer starts their day, efficiency is being 
monitored and utilisation tracked against allocated and scheduled activity. 
Complementary ‘best practice’ features such as start of day routines, parts management, 
upsell & commission, estimate creation and real time Customer Net Promotor Score 
survey ensure your engineer client touch points are measurable in real time against 
defined and published KPÌs


